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About This Game

Turn the Duck upside down and defying the laws of gravity.

Rainbow Duck is an addictive game that requires focus, concentration and precise timing.

The intuitive one-tap controls allow you to discover the ideal path through all the challenging mazes.

Travel as far as you can and use the different power-ups to improve your highscore even more.
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Title: Rainbow Duck
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Racing, Sports, Early Access
Developer:
Rainbow Duck
Publisher:
Rainbow Duck
Release Date: 3 Aug, 2017
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glorified flash game. It's hard to predict map. I die to much and can't get far..... This game is a masterpiece. Might be a little
tough for you noobs but my highscore is 98, beat that :)))).

P.S. I got this game for 50cents, quite the steal for such an amazing game tbh.. I need to say this is a cool game. A nice little
rage game. I didn't know you use the mouse to move the duck. That's creative. :D. I have not even played the game but someone
how I have gotten 5 hours. So it must be good then.. CLASSIC

Fun and retro styled game, add some items for effects.. This is a fake game and Boogygames Studios is a fake developer. You
can tell because this same fake game has been released onto Steam again by a totally different fake developer, see here.
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/645360\/Cube_XL\/?curator_clanid=18710490

This fake game is an asset flop of a pre-made unity game template called "Switch The Gravity"
https:\/\/assetstore.unity.com\/packages\/templates\/packs\/switch-the-gravity-63196

If you want to play this garbage FOR FREE you can, it's available on Android and iPhone by the actual developer of it.

Android: https:\/\/play.google.com\/store\/apps\/details?id=com.appadvisory.switchthegravity
iPhone: https:\/\/itunes.apple.com\/us\/app\/switch-the-gravity\/id1116045806?l=fr&ls=1&mt=8

ALSO, this is probably an Early Access SCAM. I say this because this was released in Aug, 2017. Since then this fake developer
has released 17 more fake games onto Steam yet not a single update to this "early access game".

--> Follow My Steam Curator Here <--

This fake developer doesn't care whatsoever about video games, gamers, real game developers or being good people at all. They
are only here to rip you off and you should never support them.
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This is not a game, more like a Unity reskin of the google dino run game, instead of jumping over cacti you are jumping from
the floor to the ceiling until you hit a wall.

No point to play
No achievements
No cards

Why even bother buying this? Ugh. Rainbow Duck is an ok game,it's fun to play when you're bored. You should make a DLC
for it,maybe a rocket duck mode where you fly through the map instead of... doing whatever its doing now. It reminds me a lot
of Geometry Dash,Don't know why tho.Score button doesn't seem to be working yet,music needs an upgrade too.Anyways I
reccomend this game to people that like wacky games.. This game could easily be put out of early access. It is just that amazing
just add a few more feature and it will be perfected, this game gets a 10/10 on how good it is.
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